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Abstract

Providing adequate access control is crucial for the proper execution of any Web Service (WS) orchestration. Typically, access rules and authorization constraints are defined for a WS orchestration and are resolved over an organizational model at runtime in order to find authorized users to perform orchestration tasks. As known from many practical studies, organizational models are frequently subject to change (e.g., outsourcing or restructuring). Although the effects of organizational changes on access rules have been investigated so far, their effects on authorization constraints remain still completely unclear, albeit violating authorization constraints might lead to severe problems such as security holes. In this paper, we systematically investigate the effects of organizational changes on authorization constraints and propose different strategies to cope with possible violations. We evaluate our results along the most common types of authorization constraints and discuss the impact of the selected implementation choice.

1 Introduction

Access control has emerged as de facto standard for ensuring authorized access in Process-oriented Information Systems (POIS). In WS orchestrations, authorized agents are determined at runtime based on access rules assigned to the orchestration tasks (cf. [8]). Thus, access rules constitute an interface between POIS and organizational models as depicted in Figure 1. However, for certain security measures such as dynamic Separation of Duties (dSoD), the specification of access rules might not be sufficient [15]. Assume, for example, that for two tasks $A$ and $B$ within a WS orchestration, we want to assign a set of authorized agents \{Smith, Sharp\}. This can be achieved by specifying a corresponding access rule. However, this does not enforce that the agent performing task $A$ has to be different from the agent performing task $B$. Hence specifying additional authorization constraints becomes necessary, leading to a co-existence between organizational models, access rules, authorization constraints and WS orchestrations.

Existing approaches enable the specification and verification of authorization constraints in POIS at design and runtime [15, 3, 2, 1]. However, no approach has dealt with verification of authorization constraints during change time.

As we know from various case studies [11], organizational structures tend to change quite frequently in practice. Examples include outsourcing, merging of departments, or adding new hierarchical layers within enterprises. In our previous work [11, 9] we investigated the question of how such organizational changes can be reflected within the underlying information systems (Figure 1). More precisely, we showed how access rules are affected by organizational changes and how they can be adapted in order to avoid, for example, security holes or quality problems in the sequel.

Figure 1. Access Control in POIS

Obviously, the effects of organizational changes on access rules have to be controlled. What about their effects on authorization constraints? Consider the dSoD as described above. One organizational change that affects the dSoD would be to lay agent Smith off. As a consequence, the...
Figure 2. Organizational Model for Online Bank

Section 2 introduces our running example and necessary background information. Section 3 addresses direct effects of organizational changes on authorization constraints. We show how authorization constraints can be adapted after organizational changes in Section 4. Section 5 provides an evaluation and presents implementation choices. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 closes with a summary and outlook.

2 Access Control for WS Orchestrations

In this section, we introduce our running example together with background information necessary for understanding the remainder of the paper. In general, for WS orchestrations, access rules are specified for each task based on organizational models. Commonly, an organizational model OM is defined based on an organizational meta model OMM. Figure 3 depicts the meta model used in this paper which reflects Role-Based Access Control mechanisms, i.e., enabling the use of organizational entities Roles, Organizational Units, and Agents within organizational models. Consider organizational model OM depicted in Figure 2: Roles characterize the authorization to work on a certain task (e.g., Supervisor). Examples for Organizational Units comprise WebBank and CallCenter. Agents denote human or non-human resources, e.g., Miller and Bern. Within organizational models, entities are related to each other. Agents have roles and belong to organizational units. Roles and organizational units can be hierarchically structured. More precisely, roles
can be specialized into sub roles and organizational units can be subordinated to other organizational units.

Figure 3. Organizational Meta Model

The WS orchestration in Figure 4 consists of four activities that are sequentially ordered. For each activity, an access rule is specified that defines the set of authorized agents for this activity. For activity collect Data, for example, access rule AR1_1 specifies that only agents having role Secretary and belonging to organizational unit Marketing are authorized to perform this activity. According to [11], access rules are logical expressions that consist of elementary access rules

\[ \text{EAR} \equiv (\text{EAR1} \leftarrow \text{Role} = r) \]

| (EAR2 \leftarrow \text{Organizational Unit} = o) |

where the + notation refers to the entity and all its subordinated entities. Elementary access rules can be combined using logical connectors AND, OR, and NOT. AR1_1 is an example for an access rule consisting of two elementary access rules combined by AND (cf. Figure 4).

Figure 4. Marketing Process (BPMN Notation)

Access rules are defined for WS orchestration schemas at design time. At runtime, orchestration instances are started and executed based on orchestration schemas and the specified access rules are resolved over the underlying organizational model. Specifically, for orchestration instance \( I \) and for task \( t \), assigned access rule \( AR_t \) is resolved over underlying organizational model \( OM \) into set of valid agents \( \text{VAS}(OM, AR_t) \). In Figure 4, access rule AR1_2 is assigned to task prepare Data. The agents having role Analyst based on \( OM \) are Smith and Sharp and thus \( \text{VAS}(OM, AR1_2) = \{Smith, Sharp\} \). As soon as prepare Data is activated, the respective work item is offered to Smith and Sharp in their worklists. If Smith then selects prepare Data from her worklist, the corresponding work list entry for Sharp is removed from his worklist. We denote the agent who selected and worked on task \( t \) in an orchestration instance \( I \) as \( \text{Performer}(t, I) \) of \( I \).

Obviously, it is not possible to resolve certain authorization constraints based on access rules [2]. Consider activities prepare Data and analyze Data, for which their valid agent sets both comprise agents Smith and Sharp. Based on associated access rules AR1_2 and AR1_3 we cannot express that these activities should be controlled by a four eye principle (dSoD), but need to impose additional authorization constraint c1. In order to define authorization constraint \( c \), we adopt the notion proposed in [15].

\[ c := (T, n, m) \] where \( T \) denotes the set of orchestration tasks \( c \) refers to, \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) denotes the minimal number of agents associated with \( c \) and \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) denotes the maximum number of tasks for an associated agent can work on.

Figure 5. Contract Process (BPMN Notation)

In Figure 5, for example, authorization constraint \( c_2 \) defines that for activities contract, check, and sign, at least three agents have to be assigned, where each agent is authorized to perform exactly one of these activities. In other words, \( c_2 \) defines a six eyes principle (dSoD) in this example.

As many practical examples show, changes of the organizational structures are quite common in practice [11]. Table 1 summarizes a selection of change operations on organizational models as introduced in [9]. By using these
change operations we can, for example, create a new role or delete an existing organizational unit. The effects of organizational change operations on access rules have been formally defined based on the effects on the corresponding valid agent sets [9].

Consider Figure 6 where organizational change $\Delta$ has been applied to $OM$ resulting in new model $OM'$. $\Delta$ consists of several $\text{DeleteRelation}(...) \text{ operations and one } \text{DeleteEntityRelation}(...) \text{ in order to remove agent Sharp. Furthermore, entity Accountant is split into two new entities SeniorAcc and JuniorAcc.}$

**Table 1. Change Operations on Organizational Models (Selection)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change $\Delta$ transforms organizational model $OM$ into org. model $OM'$:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CreateEntity}(OM, eId, eType) = OM'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adds a new organizational entity id of entity type eType to OM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DeleteEntity}(OM, e) = OM'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deletes entity e from OM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CreateRelation}(OM, e1, e2, relType) = OM'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adds a new relation between org. entities e1 and e2 of type relType to OM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{DeleteRelation}(OM, relation) = OM'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deletes relation from OM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ReAssignRelation}(OM, r, e, eNew) = OM'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reassigns relation r entity e in OM to entity eNew in OM'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{JoinEntities}(OM, e1, e2, nId) = OM'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merges two entities e1 and e2 into new entity nId of same type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{SplitEntity}(OM, eOld, e1, e2) = OM'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splits organizational entity eOld into new entities e1 and e2 of same type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6. Evolution of Organizational Model**

3 Organizational Changes Directly Affecting Organizational Compliance

In this section, we address the question of organizational compliance in general, and specifically after changes of the underlying organizational model.

3.1 Organizational Compliance

Access rules are the de facto standard to establish an interface between organizational models and WS orchestrations in existing POIS. Authorization constraints are defined on top of access rules in order to impose dynamic rules on valid agent sets. Hence, in order to come up with a comprehensive view on proper access control for WS orchestrations, we have to consider all aspects – organizational models, access rules, authorization constraints, and WS orchestration within one verifiable notion. Thus, we define organizational compliance in the following which establishes the connection between all these aspects.

**Definition 1 (Compliance of Organizational Models)**

Let $OM \in OM$ be an organizational model and $C$ be a set of authorization constraints defined over $OM$ (for a set of WS orchestrations $S$). Then:

$OM$ is compliant with $C$ for $S \in S$, iff $\forall c \in C$: $c = (T, n, m)$ is valid over $OM$ for $S$, i.e.,

$\forall t \in T: |\bigcup_{c \in C} \text{VAS}(OM, AR_t)| \geq n$

where $\text{VAS}(OM, AR_t)$ denotes the set of valid agents for access rule $AR_t$ over $OM$.

Consider authorization constraint $c2 = \{(\text{sign, check, contract}, 3, 1)\}$ as depicted in Figure 5. Access rules $AR_2, 3, AR_2, 4, AR_2, 5$ all have the same valid agent set $\text{VAS}(OM, AR_2) = \{\text{Jones, Red, Green}\}$ ($i = 3, 4, 5$). Thus, $|\bigcup_{c \in C} \text{VAS}(OM, AR_i)| = 3$ holds and consequently $c2$ is valid for $S$ over $OM$.

When looking closer at Definition 1 and the above mentioned example, we see in task set of $c2$ for all tasks that the access rules and consequently the valid agent sets are equal. Hence, the union over all valid agent sets trivially also equals the valid agent set of each of the access rules. An implicit assumption is that we only check for organizational compliance of authorization constraints that are imposed when access rules cannot express dynamic restrictions on the valid agent sets anymore [8]. An example is dSoD. By contrast, static Separation of Duties (sSoD), can be expressed on basis of access rules. For two tasks, for example, we define different access rules for each of the tasks where the corresponding valid agent sets are disjoint.

The interesting case in connection with Definition 1 is the one where dSoD is imposed for a set of tasks for which the access rules are not necessarily describing the same
valid agent sets, but the intersection of the valid agent set is non-empty. This is particularly true when agents have more than one role or belong to several organizational units. Consider the example depicted in Figure 7 where agent Jack has roles R1 and R2. To check whether $OM^*$ is compliant with $c^*$, it is not sufficient to consider the valid agent set of one of the access rules, since they overlap, but are not the same. In fact, by considering the union of the valid agent sets of all access rules, we can decide that $c^*$ is not compliant with $OM^*$.

$OM^*$: 

![Diagram of $OM^*$ with roles R1 and R2 and agents Jack and Brent]

$$c^* = \{(t_1, t_2, t_3), 3, 1\}$$

**Figure 7. Overlapping Valid Agents Sets**

Organizational compliance can be checked at design time by comparing the specification of each authorization constraint with the set of valid agents for the associated access rule in a WS orchestration $S$. If no organizational change is conducted, it is guaranteed that the authorization constraints can be fulfilled at runtime. As pointed out in [15], it has to be additionally ensured that authorization constraints are enforced, e.g., based on checking their history.

### 3.2 Direct Organizational Change Effects

So far, existing approaches have focused on ensuring compliance of organizational models at design and runtime, but not at change time. However, as discussed in [11], changes of the organizational model happen quite often in practice and might lead to changed valid agent sets. As consequence, organizational changes might not only harm access rules, but also organizational compliance. The latter aspect is addressed within this paper for the first time.

As specified in Definition 1, organizational compliance is violated if the cardinality of the united valid agent sets of the associated access rules decreases under a certain threshold. Thus, organizational changes are potentially critical if they lead to a reduction of the valid agent sets of access rule assigned to tasks which are also subject to authorization constraints. Consider the organizational change that deletes agent Sharp from $OM$ as depicted in Figure 4. This change leads to a reduction of the valid agent set of access rules $AR_{1,2}$ and $AR_{1,3}$. In turn, since $AR_{1,2}$ and $AR_{1,3}$ are associated with tasks prepare Data and analyze Data that are subject to authorization constraint $c1$ this organizational change might be potentially critical. Checking Definition 1, we see that for $c2$ the threshold of $n = 2$ is not reached anymore, since $\bigcup_{i=2}^3 VAS(AR_{1,i}, OM) = 1 < 2$.

In [9], we have elaborated on how valid agent sets change for all different kinds of organizational change operations and access rules. As the above example might seem straightforward, there are more interesting cases. Think, for example, of a change operation which reassigns agent Sharp from having role Analyst to having role Accountant. Then the effects on the associated valid agent sets are not that obvious. However, taking the results form [9], it can be precisely determined, how the valid agent sets are affected by organizational changes. Particularly, we focus on reduction of valid agent sets since this is the critical case with respect to organizational compliance. Contrary to reduction, expanding valid agent sets is not harming organizational compliance at all. Think, for example, of a change that inserts a new agent Parker into $OM$ by assigning Parker to role Analyst. Then, the valid agent set for tasks prepare Data and analyze Data becomes bigger and the separation of duty constraint $c2$ can still be fulfilled.

Applying the findings presented in [9] to control effects of organizational changes on organizational compliance, we can conclude the following results: creation and deletion of entities is always accompanied by associated CreateRelation(...), ReassignRelation(...), or DeleteRelation(...) operations (cf. Table 1), since new entities have to be embedded into the overall context of the organizational model and entities to be deleted have to be resolved from the organizational model first. In Figure 4, not the final deletion of agent Sharp is the critical change operation, but the precedent deletion of the relation connecting Sharp and role Analyst, i.e., DeleteRelation($OM$, (Analyst, Sharp)). As soon as Sharp is not related to Analyst anymore, the valid agent sets of access rules $AR_{1,2}$ and $AR_{1,3}$ are reduced. Hence, in order to analyze effects on organizational compliance, it is sufficient to investigate the effects of changes on relations within organizational models. As shown in [9], for access rules that do not contain any negation, the application of CreateRelation(...) is uncritical with respect to a reduction of the valid agent sets. By contrast, DeleteRelation(...) and ReassignRelation(...) operations might reduce valid agent sets of affected access rules and consequently the affect authorization constraints as well. Thus if any DeleteRelation(...) or ReassignRelation(...) operation is applied to an organizational model $OM$ that is basis to some authorization constraint $c$, organizational compliance of $OM$ with respect to $c$ must be re-evaluated based on Definition 1. The re-evaluation can be automatically done by the system, resulting in reports on which organizational changes have caused compliance violations. This is particularly helpful for complex organizational models with hundreds or thousands of access rules and authorization constraints.
4 Indirect Compliance Violations via Access Rule Adaptations

As discussed in Section 3, certain organizational change operations might have direct effects on organizational compliance by reducing the set of valid agents of associated access rules. One example is DeleteRelation(OM, (Analyst, Sharp)) in Figure 6, directly affecting organizational compliance of OM with c1 for WS orchestration S1 (cf. Figure 4).

By contrast, organizational change SplitEntity(OM, Accountant, SeniorAcc, JuniorAcc) (cf. Figure 6) does not directly affect authorization constraint c2 for orchestration S2 as depicted in Figure 5. Specifically, after changing organizational model OM, the effects on c2 cannot be directly determined. After splitting role Accountant into two new roles JuniorAcc and SeniorAcc access rules AR2_3, AR2_4, and AR2_5 cannot be resolved over changed organizational model OM' anymore. Reason is that for all access rules referring to role Accountant, an orphaned reference is resulting on changed organizational model OM'. Hence, no statement on organizational compliance is possible before the access rules have been adapted. Note that adaptation of affected access rules is indispensable in order to avoid any undesired behavior of the system such as offering activities to non-authorized agents. In [10, 11], we have proposed the following adaptation strategies (cf. Table 1) for access rules after organizational changes JoinEntities(...) and SplitEntity(...)1:

- **JoinEntities(OM, e1, e2, nId)** = OM :
  \[ \forall \text{ access rules } AR \text{ with } AR \leftarrow \text{eType}=e1 \text{ or } AR \leftarrow \text{eType}=e2 : \]
  \[ \text{replace } AR \text{ by } AR' \leftarrow \text{eType}=\text{nId} \]

- **SplitEntity(OM, eOld, e1, e2)** = OM' :
  \[ \forall \text{ access rules } AR \text{ with } AR \leftarrow \text{eType}=eOld : \]
  \[ \text{replace } AR \text{ by } AR1 \leftarrow \text{eType}=e1 \text{ or } AR2 \leftarrow \text{eType}=e2 \]

WHERE eType \in \{\text{Agent, Role, OrgUnit}\}

Please note that we abstract from negated terms within access rules. Picking the adaptation strategies for SplitEntity(...) operation, the adaptation of access rules AR2_3, AR2_4, and AR2_5 states that the adapted access rules will refer to either role JuniorAcc or role SeniorAcc instead of referring to role Accountant. Unfolding all possible combinations, adaptation could theoretically result in 8 different scenarios (all activities are assigned to agents having role SeniorAcc, all are assigned to one having role JuniorAcc and so on). Let us assume that based on functional requirements, for task contract the assigned role should be adapted to JuniorAcc and for task sign to SeniorAcc. Hence dSoD between tasks contract and sign is not required anymore, since assigning these tasks to different roles already results in static separation of duties. After adapting the access rules accordingly, VAS(OM', AR2_3') = \{green\} is disjoint to VAS(OM', AR2_5') = \{Jones, Red\}. Hence, task contract will be always offered to a different agent than task sign.

As a consequence, authorization constraint c2 must be adapted. The question is now, to which role task check is to be assigned. If it is assigned to role JuniorAcc, the adapted authorization constraint c2' should regulate dSoD between check and contract. If check is assigned to role SeniorAcc, it dSoD between check and sign is required within c2'', i.e.:

- AR2_4' ← R=JuniorAcc ⇒ c2' = \{(contract, check), 2, 1\}
- AR2_4'' ← R=SeniorAcc ⇒ c2'' = \{(sign, check), 2, 1\}

Checking now compliance of both adapted authorization constraints c2' and c2'' over changed organizational model OM' (cf. Figure 6), we see that OM' is not compliant with c2', but it is compliant with c2''. Thus, when there are no functional or other requirements, it would be decided to adapt c2 to c2'' instead of c2', since adaptation to c2'' maintains organizational compliance without any further actions. This information can be of valuable help when adapting authorization constraints.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the applicability of the above mentioned strategies for the most prominent types of authorization constraints as discussed in [12]. We also provide considerations on implementation choices for authorization in WS orchestrations.

5.1 Authorization Constraint Types

DSoD and Retain Familiar (RF) both require a certain number of agents to work on the assigned tasks. Retain familiar specifically requires at least one agent to work on a set of tasks. Hence, organizational change operations that possibly reduce valid agent sets are possibly critical for the fulfillment of dSoD and RF constraints and the checking mechanisms provided in Section 3 can be applied to detect violations as soon as possible. RF constraints on top of access rules are imposed if the underlying access rules
describe different valid agent sets. Hence, in case organizational changes require adaptation of access rules, RF constraints might be subject to adaptation as well. Altogether, the findings of this paper can be directly applied to dSoD and RF that constitute the most commonly applied authorization constraints in practice.

Cardinality constraints (CC) require that a certain minimum or maximum number of organizational entities is assigned to an orchestration model or to an activity. One example is the following constraint: “There must be at least three sub roles of role Doctor assigned to the chemotherapy treatment” (adapted from [1]). This CC cannot be formalized using the notion proposed by [15] since it refers to a minimum number of Roles instead of Agents. Hence, we adapt the notion proposed in [15] to

\[ c = (T, eType=eID, |<| \leq | \geq | >}, n) \]

with

- \( T \) denotes the task set, \( c \) refers to. If \( T \) is the complete task set of a WS orchestration \( S \), \( c \) has to apply for \( S \)
- entity type \( eType \in \{Agent, Role, OrgUnit\} \)
- \( n \) denotes the required number of assigned entities of type \( eType \).

Then, the cardinality constraint stated above can be formalized as

\[ c = (T, Role=Doctor(+), \geq, 3) \]

where \( T \) corresponds to the task set of \( S \). Recall that \((+)\) refers to the sub roles of role Doctor in corresponding organizational model OM. Obviously, if OM is changed by deleting sub roles of role Doctor, cardinality constraint \( c \) might be potentially violated. Adding more sub roles is not critical. Even if a cardinality constraint possesses maximum boundaries, adding organizational entities will not violate these boundaries.

Consequently, if an organizational model is changed by deleting an organizational entity of type \( eType \), the set of imposed cardinality constraints must be checked for referring to organizational entities of this type. In case a violation is detected, the question is how to deal with the violation. One possibility is to adjust the cardinality constraint to the new organization model. Assume that for the above example, after deleting one of the sub roles of Doctor, we heal the resulting violation of \( c \) by adjusting \( c \) to \( c' = (T, Role=Doctor(+), \geq, 2) \). However, as a consequence, the information is lost that we originally wanted 3 sub roles to be assigned to WS orchestration \( S \). Thus, adapting the authorization constraint must not be done automatically, but the system should report the violation to the orchestration designer, possibly together with a suggestion for adapting the authorization constraints.

### 5.2 Impact of Implementation Choice

So far we have assumed that authorization constraints are stated on top of access rules and organizational models. However, authorization constraints can be also modeled and enforced as dependent access rules defined at task level (so called task level implementation). As an example take Figure 4, where task \( analyze Data \) must not be executed by the same analyst as for \( prepare Data \). We can formulate the resulting dSoD constraint \( c_1 \) instead at task level as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Role} & = \{\text{Analyst}\} \land \\
& (\text{Performer}(\text{prepareData}, I) \neq \text{Performer}(\text{analyzeData}, I))
\end{align*}
\]

for some orchestration instance \( I \). Note that a performer is an agent who selects and works on task \( t \) in an orchestration instance \( I \).

Interestingly, it appears that there is a difference in implementation between scientific research and commercial solutions. We could only discover constraint base implementations in research, i.e. Bertino et al. [1] and SecureFlow [6] whereas commercial and open source applications are implementing authorization constraints at task level (e.g., by using individual task definitions and grammatic extensions) [12]. Specifically, WebSphere MQ, FLOWER, iPlanet, and YAWL are realizing separation of duties by task level dependencies or indirectly by user access rights (i.e. COSA) [12, 13]. Most commercial applications have implemented the four eyes principle (cf. role Analyst in Figure 4). Few application systems (i.e. WebSphere MQ) are able to apply separation of duties on more than two corresponding tasks (cf. role Accountant in Figure 5).

In summary, organizational changes do affect authorization constraints whether implemented on top of the access rules or implemented within access rules at task level. In the latter case, the findings presented in [9] have to be extended to such dependent access rules.

### 6 Related Work

How to specify and enforce authorization constraints within workflow systems is shown in [1]. Specifically, authorization constraints are checked for each task execution. Furthermore, a planning algorithm suggests possible assignment adaptations for violated constraints. The workflow authorization framework presented in [3] uses the concept of roles, organizational levels and authorization constraints. The enforcement of authorization constraints is executed by Event-Condition-Action rules. An extension for BPMN has been proposed to support workflow resource patterns [15]. We used the constraint formalization as presented in the paper and adapted it for cardinality constraints in our paper. Dynamics in organizations are examined in [14] where they identify top-down (i.e. structural changes) and bottom-up dynamics (i.e. autonomous agents). Whilst their approach focuses on the adoption of organizational rules into the decision making process of agents (bottom-
up), we consider evolving organizational models and how they affect existing authorization constraints (top-down). Furthermore, this has been adapted to web services [5]. A methodology for modeling evolving cross-organizational business processes is presented in [4] considering among others structural changes mainly delegation or assignment of interaction requirements to new or existing agents.

Altogether, the challenge of integrating and enforcing authorization in POIS has been addressed by different approaches. In our previous work, we have elaborated on the effects of organizational changes on access rules [9] as well as access rule changes themselves [10, 11]. However, to our best knowledge, the question of how organizational change affects authorization constraints as presented in this paper has not been addressed by any other approach so far.

7 Summary and Outlook

In this paper, we introduced organizational compliance as central concept taking into consideration the coexistence of organizational models, access rules, authorization constraints, and WS orchestrations. We showed how adaptations of the organizational model directly affect organizational compliance, for example, when agents are reassigned to different roles. Furthermore, we elaborated on how indirect effects of organizational models might lead to invalidity of associated authorization constraints. Specifically organizational changes might require an adaptation of access rules and subsequently necessitate adaptations of authorization constraints as well. We showed that without taking adequate actions, access control for WS orchestrations might be at stake after organizational changes. The findings were evaluated based on common types of authorization constraints and the impact of different implementation choices (separating authorization and access control versus integrated task-dependent implementation) was discussed.

In future work, we plan to integrate an adaptive organizational model component with our SeaFlows framework for the definition and verification of compliance constraints in POIS [7]. In addition, we want to compare the separated implementation of access control and authorization with task-dependent implementation. Furthermore, we aim at extending our findings to process choreographies describing collaborations between different business partners.
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